SUFFOLK COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE
NETWORKING AND SERVICE SUBCOMMITTEE TO THE COLLEGE COMPUTING COUNCIL

MINUTES

March 12, 2013

10 a.m., Distance Education Rooms

Members Present: Rebecca Turner, Chuck Bartolotta, Steve Clark, Ed Hassildine, Peter DiGregorio, Paul Basileo, Michelle Fowler

Members Absent: Anna Flack, John Gannon, Joseph Blanco, Laura Levine, Thomas Coleman

As per previous discussion and okay by CCC we agreed to extend invitation to Grants Department for representation.

Discussion on VOD project brought forth by our Library representative:

Recommendation to do a joint evaluation between this committee and the Library committee to see feasibility. I asked that we have an ETU member and an Academic/Technology based person to assist in evaluation.

Discussion included ISP capabilities and different modalities of streaming - local/ISP. Also the need to develop criteria for use case was vetted.

Michelle, Ed and Tim will be the official evaluation members.

Discussion on combining efforts with various committees for College Technology needs:

A check off for the STF project form will be added.

Logistics discussion led to an agreement that we must align meetings so that we can meet in November. This allows for the STF budget discussion to happen after this committee has met and discussed the upcoming projects

New business:

User authentication - Active Directory/802.1X supplicant

Discussion on whether or not AD can be used to support Printing projects discussed in Academic Computing subcommittee.

Networking department to evaluate how this fits into ISE deployment

ETUs to discuss profiles on machines

Question raised at CCC about wireless registration purge not discussed at meeting but subsequent email sent to group and it was confirmed that we will be purged in prior to Fall semester for wireless. The purge gives 10 days to reactivate so it will be planned to overlap the start to allow access day one.